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Auberry is a leading interior design
agency specialising in super-prime
residential properties in London’s most
desirable locations

Acting as trusted advisers to discerning 
families and international investors, we 
aim to achieve the very best in London’s 
high-end development market and
prestigious private residencies.

A Leading  
INTERIOR 
DESIGN AGENCY
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Our multi-disciplinary team has a  
world-class reputation for both bespoke  
private commissions and luxury residential
development projects
.
With extensive and creative technical  
expertise in-house, we are able to weave 
the most specific requirements and  
individual needs into the fabric of any 
building to provide considered and  
harmonious solutions.

A world class  
REPUTATION
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Auberry elegantly transformed this
ground and lower ground floor 3,000 sq ft
apartment in one of London’s most sought
after post codes. 

The property is heavily listed and so the 
design had to compliment and enhance 
the original interior architecture.   
The property was meticulously  
refurbished to an exceptional standard to 
create a sense of luxury and sophistication.
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I have worked closely with 
Auberry for many years and 
am always surprised by the  
confident introduction of 
new ideas and materials
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Auberry were appointed to develop a fifth
floor 2,712 sq ft apartment in a prestigious
residential building in the centre of London. 

Auberry completely re-configured the  
interior layout to suite a modern  
household, maximising the usable space 
and unlocking the full potential of the 
apartment. The Interior design was de-
veloped to integrate seamlessly with the 
building celebrating its unique history.  
All the finishes were meticulously chosen 
to suite the discerning Mayfair resident.
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The design evolved from the
art deco era of the building,
allowing us to have fun
implementing simplistic art
deco details while keeping a
contemporary feel. 

I N T E R I O R  D E S I G N E R
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84 Brook Street, London,
London, W1K 5EH

020 3137 0995 | studio@auberry.co


